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Questions and answers
We would like a willow structure but we haven’t got either a grassy
area or the room
Willow structures don’t necessarily need a huge amount of room and can be
tailored to fit, they can be constructed in raised beds, tyres or other suitable
planters (with additional timber / tyres and soil)
Does it require a lot of maintenance?
Willow is a living thing and therefore needs care and attention to survive and
thrive. There is no such need as a plant and forget structure. We offer
different levels for maintenance, the lower cost requires full maintenance the
higher cost includes weed suppressant sheeting, bark mulch and edging
rails to protect from grass cutting / strimming
Do you offer free maintenance?
No, we are a self funded organisation and cannot possibly give unlimited
repeat visits to maintain a structure, hence the introduction of different levels
of installation. A structure is a perfect way of learning about the processes of
life whichever maintenance level is chosen
How much do structures cost?
No two structures are the same but as a general guide a small basic 1.5m
diameter dome can be from about £450 (Plus VAT and other materials
depending on the maintenance level chosen), costs obviously increase with
the size and complexity. A structure can be a focal point for outdoor learning
and dovetail nicely with many aspects of the curriculum, as it can provide a
micro habitat in a relatively short space of time

What sort of costs are involved with maintenance?
Maintenance costs can vary. If the initial structure included low maintenance
then a single annual visit would probably be in the region of £100 - £150. If the
structure didn’t include the low maintenance option, costs can depend upon the
condition of the structure and how it has been looked after. Often, in this case,
maintenance visits can be several hundred pounds if partial rebuilds are
necessary, which is why we recommend the low maintenance package
How long would you have to keep children away from the structure until it
establishes?
There is no need to restrict access to the structure once complete. All of our
structures are quite tightly woven and some of the small domes, you could even
lie on top of if you so desired! As long as stems are not being broken, unwound
or uprooted it should be enjoyed immediately, to allow full appreciation and
enjoyment of its growth and development

What time of year can willow structures be planted?
Generally, the season runs between November and the start of April. In practice,
this is dictated by the weather as structures can only be planted when the
leaves are dropped and the willow is dormant. From our experience, the season
generally runs from early December until the end of March. March to December
is the growing season.
If we choose to maintain the structure ourselves, what are the key issues?
Without doubt, weeding the planting trench is of paramount importance. Grass /
vegetation can kill willow stems as effectively (if over a longer period) as weed
killer. New growth can be cut back to the base of the growth after the first year
or woven in. Strimmer / mower damage can also kill stems and structures. The
other thing that is vital is water, in dry spells, several buckets full into the
planting trench will be needed and provision has to be made for watering during
the summer months or this could be very detrimental to the structure.

Questions and answers
Do you install structures outside of the planting season?
No, only when the willow is dormant can it be planted. This of course doesn’t
apply when the structures are not designed to be living if it was, for example a
sculpture or a figure, this would be done with green willow but left to dry out
naturally
Where does the willow come from?
We grow all our own willow and have a crop in the grounds of a local estate with
9 different species, some for structures and some for basket making. We also
have a wild crop for larger rods though if necessary, for larger projects, we will
buy in good quality willow from specialist growers in Somerset. By using our
own willow, we are able to keep our costs at a reasonable level

Do you just supply willow too?
Yes, we will supply but as a small organisation which is self funded, we prefer to
supply and install which is why there are limits on the amount of willow we
supply only. Most of our supplies are for basket and craft willow which is
available fresh during the season and as dried during the rest of the year.
Can the children be involved in making the structure(s)?
Generally speaking, as willow is only part of our work and time is limited, we
prefer to try and install the structures as efficiently as possible, especially as
there is a cost so it is difficult to involve people in the installation. However, we
do encourage involvement in design and planning and it is always good to have
a project looking into history and use of willow to compliment the structure
beforehand. Where time allows, there are opportunities to talk to groups as we
are working and maybe demonstrate some small crafts also.

What kind of things do you offer?
We can offer the following;
►Living willow structures such as domes, tunnels, fences, arbours & screens
► Non living structures such as sculpture & figures
► Small craft activities – small woven crafts, wreaths etc.
► We make our own artist’s charcoal from surplus willow
► We can also provide carved benches to compliment structures, either in
softwood or hardwood
► To make benches extra personal, we can also offer group carving workshops
for people to carve their names or designs into the benches
► Signs and Interpretation panels
► A range of wood & rustic materials for decoration / education use, usually to
order (what is available, we don’t cut healthy living materials without reason)

We are also fully qualified Forest School level 3 practitioners
and offer a range of 1,2,4,6 and 12 session projects for education,
learning, workshops & mental health & wellbeing
We also run 1 day practical outdoor skills sessions for teachers and group
leaders by arrangement at our log cabin in Cumnock (minimum 6 people)
Details of all the workshops / projects we offer can be found on our website;

www.eastayrshirewoodlands.co.uk
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